(U) Malicious Actors Hide Info-Stealing Trojan in Fake Coronavirus (COVID-19) Maps

(U) Recently published NCIS Threat Advisory Messages MTAC-TAM-CYBR-042-FY20 and MTAC-TAM-CRIM-003-FY20 discussed various scams capitalizing on fears relating to the COVID-19 pandemic, including a recent report of a malicious website link that directs users to a false live map for tracking global COVID-19 cases. While the map appears to be a legitimate reference from John Hopkins University, it is being used by unidentified cyber actors to spread malware to victims around the world. The malicious link is likely delivered to victims via phishing emails or online advertisements, some of which may show up during an online search for COVID-19. Once a victim clicks the link to view the map, a sophisticated information-stealing Trojan known as AZOrult is downloaded to the victim’s device. AZOrult has the ability to download additional malware and exfiltrate sensitive data such as financial information, chat sessions, login credentials, browsing history, and more. The Trojan is currently available to malicious actors on underground forums.1,2,3,4

(U) AZOrult has been used against victims around the world since at least 2016 and malicious actors continuously improve the malware to enhance its information-stealing and downloading capabilities. Several samples of the malware recently discovered by security researchers revealed advanced obfuscation techniques, and the ability to go beyond basic information-stealing to steal more cryptocurrency wallets, chat history and files from popular communication apps (e.g. Skype, Telegram, and Steam), and credentials, cookies, and histories from more browsers than it was previously capable of targeting. As actors continue to advance the capabilities of AZOrult, the number of possible targets the malware can be used against continues to expand.5,6
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(U//FOUO) NCIS assesses with MODERATE confidence that malicious actors will continue to use the COVID-19 outbreak as an opportunity to victimize users for financial gain or data theft. Activities associated with AZOrult are likely widespread and not tailored to a specific set of targets; however, DON personnel could unwittingly fall victim to a compromise of personally identifiable information (PII), financial information, or other sensitive information if a device becomes infected with AZOrult malware. To help mitigate the download or spread of malware, users should refrain from opening or forwarding emails from unknown or suspicious senders, go directly to a trustworthy website for information rather than clicking on a link provided through search engines or pop-ups, and download a reputable antivirus software program that runs security scans often.
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